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Levels of analysis in public administration

Macro-level: Study of the governance strategies that are devised 
by leaders to advance critical national interests, and the ways 
in which these strategies influence the overall architecture of 
the state.

Meso-level: Study of the design, consolidation, administration 
and reform of specific institutions, networks of institutions, 
and programs within the public sector.

Micro-level: Study of the attitudes and behavior of citizens, 
employees and other people within the public sector.
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DÉCLINISME
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The great struggles of the twentieth century between 
liberty and totalitarianism ended with a decisive victory 
for the forces of freedom -- and a single sustainable 
model for national success: freedom, democracy, and 
free enterprise. 

In the twenty-first century, only nations that share a 
commitment to protecting basic human rights and 
guaranteeing political and economic freedom will be 
able to unleash the potential of their people and assure 
their future prosperity.

George W. Bush, National Security Strategy of the United States, 
September 2002
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The old sweeping issues very largely have disappeared 
. . .   What is at stake in our economic decisions today 
is not some grand warfare of rival ideologies which 
will sweep the country with passion but the practical 
management of a modern economy.

John F. Kennedy, Yale Commencement Address, June 1962
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No Congress of the United States ever assembled, on 
surveying the state of the Union, has met with a more pleasing 
prospect than that which appears at the present time. 

In the domestic field there is tranquility and contentment, 
harmonious relations between management and wage earner, 
freedom from industrial strife, and the highest record of years 
of prosperity. 

In the foreign field there is peace, the good will which comes 
from mutual understanding, and the knowledge that the 
problems which a short time ago appeared so ominous are 
yielding to the touch of manifest friendship.

Calvin Coolidge, State of the Union Address, December 1928
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THE MAIN POINTS

• Government failure? - No

• Not in the long-run and on the fundamentals

• Previous crises were confronted, overcome

• Danger? -Yes

• A reality, but not new or avoidable

• How should we think about governance?

• Crafting & adapting strategies in a turbulent world

• Crises as moments of strategic realignment

• Avoiding the cycle of hubris and despair
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THE LONG VIEW

• The long peace

• Internal order and respect for law

• Controlled economic growth

• Longevity and health

• Education

• Protection against arbitrary governmental 
action and discrimination

• Enfranchisement
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THE CHALLENGE OF 
GOVERNING WELL

• The reality of large-scale institutional change:  the 
state is constantly "rediscovered [and] re-made"

• Leaders juggle goals: security, prosperity, social justice

• They formulate strategies that identify priorities, 
tactics

• And execute strategies by building, consolidating, 
running institutions

• But conditions and perceptions are unstable

• Therefor strategies are fragile and ephemeral

• Adaption is slow, painful – and unavoidable
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Phases of strategic transformation

• The toppling of an old paradigm
• Political and social "unfreezing"
• Political entrepreneurship:

• Defining problems, new priorities and policies
• Experimentation, false starts

• Consolidation of a new paradigm
• Renovation of institutions
• May take decades
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THE PRESENT MOMENT

• The collapse of a strategy

• Ideational and institutional deconsolidation

• Search for a new strategy and a new 
supporting coalition
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Two rival philosophies in US
• Nationalism
• Free markets
• States’ rights
• Anti-intellectualism
• Social traditionalism
• Law and order

• Cosmopolitanism
• Interventionism
• Federal initiative
• Trust in expertise
• Social progressivism
• Civil rights
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Party 
identification 
or
regionalism / 
sectionalism?
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What 
governing 
through 
turbulence
requires

Hindsight: Learning from history

Foresight: taking time to look 
ahead

Attentiveness to dangers and 
avoidance of hubris

Preparedness: Practice, investment 
in capacity

Adaptability: Avoiding fixed 
formulas, rigid institutional designs
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